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HOW COUNTRIES ARE DEALING WITH IT?

CHINA
They partnered with Internet companies such 
as Alibaba to develop a QR color code system. 
The system uses telecom data to reveal and 
track everyone’s risk level. 

China has leveraged location-based services 
(LBS) and big data analytics to identify high-risk 
cases without overwhelming the healthcare 
system.

GERMANY
In transport like buses, all tickets are made 
online and is also available in form of passes 
which anyone can buy for a specific period of 
time.

SINGAPORE
Singapore is using robots to take of people in 
quarantine and clean hospitals. 

UAE
In Dubai not more than one third of the total 
seats are filled in any places and next to an 
occupied seat should be kept vacant.

JAPAN
In Japan plasmo is used to check the ticket and 
buses are disinfected after every trip.

They are also using electronic records of credit 
cards, ATM and invested heavily on ICT.

RFID cards are used to check the ticket and 
occupancy.

SOUTH KOREA
A mandatory government-run smartphone app 
tracks the location.

The country will also begin strapping electronic 
wristbands on those who ignore home-quaran-
tine orders.

The government websites provided all the 
needed information . There were also emergen-
cy SMS alerts to inform citizens about new 
patients in their residential area.



OUR AREA OF FOCUS

The transport sector is one of the most 
affected industries during the pandamic and 
lockdowns have resulted in huge losses.

It is due to movement of people from one 
place to another that the virus spreads so 
easily. 

Govts all over the world have either shut 
down buses/trains/flights completely or are 
operating them in very low numbers 

We try to build a system around the 
transport sector and later expand it to 
the other places like markets/Banks 
etc.
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USER PERSONAS 

PERSONA 1

Ramesh is a bus conductor. 
His recently started to run his bus again but with 
50% occupancy. Though he is in green zone he 
fears of getting contaminated. 

Its really difficult to know how many are there at 
one time in the bus as people getting on and off 
the bus quite often

PERSONA 3

Rekha works in an IT company. 
She is currently working from home and hence she 
gets time to look after her child and spend time 
with family.

Its hard to do all your work from home, but people 
should get used to it. Its best to be at home at such 
challenging times!

PERSONA 2

Prerna is a nurse 
She has to travel daily to the hospital on the 
limited mode of transport available. She tries to 
social distance herself in the journey.

I still see people are not aware of social distancing 
and handwashing. They spit here and there and do 
hang out in small groups.

PERSONA 4

Sumeet has a grocery shop. 
He works daily from morning 10 to evening 6 as it 
is an essential service. But he faces problems to 
shift goods as there is limited transport.

I wish the transport industry would start early, as 
walking daily to the shop and managing/shifting 
goods is difficult.



USER JOURNEY MAP

TRAIN/BUS JOURNEY
Scenerio: Tushar is in a hurry to catch the train/bus, but he does
not have a ticket, so he goes to the counter to get a general
ticket and rushes to catch the train/bus

Hassle-free ticket collection at the counter

Prevent the rush while boarding

Safe travel throughout the journey

EXPECTATIONS

ENTER STATION BOOK TICKETS WAITING PERIOD BOARDING EXIT TRAIN/BUSTRAVEL TIME

Enters Station

Get through the 
crowd at entrance

Carry baggage and 
search the ticket 
counter

Gets in the long 
queue

Waits for his turn 
and tries to be 
patient

Finally gets his turn

Overcrowding/
Congession

Gets ticket after 
paying the amount

For short travel bus, 
have to book tickets 
on board

Finds his seat first

Puts his baggage 
under the seat

Leaves the station

Chit-chat with 
nearby passengers 

For short travel bus, 
have to book tickets 
on board

For trains, wait in 
the waiting room or 
platform

For long route bus, 
in the waiting room

For short route bus, 
in the bus stop

For trains, wait for 
other passengers to 
get out

Wait for your turn

Exit the train/bus

Waits with large 
number of people 
around him

Tries to get in the 
train along with the 
crowd (huge rush!)

Finally gets in with 
his luggage



INSIGHTS

To ensure minimum contact betwenn the conductor and passenger 
ticketing should be mostly cashless.

There are huge rush during the office starting and ending hours and 
hence there should be proper crowd management.

The primary stakeholders of the vehicle such as driver and conductor 
are often contaminated and hence there should be their lives should 
be made easy for managing crowd

The behavior of people must be improved related to social distanc-
ing, wearing masks, handwashing etc.

Awareness should be there at every level in the society as many 
people still do not know basic things like social distancing

USE CASES AND BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS

CASE SCENERIOS BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS

Short Journey buses > Ticket collection 
> Most people use cash

People are used to cash 
and are not tech savy

Promote handwahing and 
sanitation

Improve Hygiene measures

Metro Cities > Office Hours > Max 
Rush > Social Distancing?

On daytime, crowd flow is more than 
night

In trains > Common Bathrooms > Can 
get easily contaminated > Sanitation?

Consuming Food > Few people through 
wrappers/left-overs on the floor > 
Unhygienic

Maintain social distancing
should be must and 
promote work from home

Maintain social distancing
should be must and 
promote work from home

Everyone is not versed with technolo-
gy > How to minimize cash transac-
tions while booking tickets?

People are used to cash 
and are not tech savy



CROWD MANAGEMENT

WHY AROGYA SETU?

OUR SOLUTION
The solution is divided in two parts: 
One is for Crowd management and second is for improving the behavioral aspects.

Once you upload the ticket on arogya setu and the conductor scans it, a 
data is created of your journey and can be used for contact tracing in case 
any passenger found positive in future.

The QR feature will be an feature in Arogya Setu app and hence no extra 
app is required apart from the ticket booking app. 

The QR Code ticket gets
saved on your Arogya Setu
App.

Book tickets through any
app and get a QR Code ticket

Enter the bus and show
your QR code  ticket to the
conductor

The driver scans the code 
on his app and the ticket
is confirmed.

The conductor gets the live
feed on the number of
passengers in the bus

50%
Full



CONDUCTOR APP

The scan option allows the 
conductor to scan again.

QR Code Scan Screen Passengers List

As most the buses are running at 
50% capacity nowadys so the 
conductor can get a live feed of 
the number of passengers on his 
bus.

The QR Code feature allows to 
conductor to scan the ticket 
saving a lot of time and hence 
the rush is avoided.

Another advantage of linking 
the ticket to Arogya Setu is that 
any passenger who has a red or 
orange indication on Arogya 
Setu will be visible to the 
conductor when he scan the QR.



WHAT ABOUT OTHER PUBLIC SPACES?

ADVANTAGE?

Very easily the number of people in any public place can be tracked.

Contact Tracing is made easy

People with Red QR (who may have exposed themselves to the virus) can 
be kept away from the crowded place

Every public space like banks, offices,
malls etc. will have a person who will be
responsible to manage the crowd.

Show your profile QR to the
person before getting inside.

The person/security scans
the QR and the user can now
go inside

The person gets the live
feed on the number of
people inside the building

50%
Full

The same concept of QR code will be used here, but instead of QR ticket we use a 
our profile QR code. This is default QR code that is unique to every app user. Once 
again its the Arogya Setu app only.



Lack of appreciation for the extra daily tasks.

Lack of motivation to follow the rules

Wants to help others

OBSERVING PEOPLE’S BEHAVIOR

HOW TO INDUCE BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE

Wants to be direct participant of the war against pandemic.

Used the ‘hooked model’ to induce the behavioural change. 

Engaging in travel games

INTERNAL TRIGGER MOTIVATION ACTION REWARDS ENDOWED PROGRESSHUNT

Lack of Apprecia-
tion

Boredom

Feeling of Compul-
sion.

Get more apprecia-
tion

Bulid trust 

Feeling of Autonomy

Completing task for 
rank upgradation

Quiz to raise 
awareness

Watching videos to 
earn points

Mainting the social 
distancing norms 

Keeping updated 
with recent condi-
tions

Awaring oneself 
with correct norms

Endowed progress 
barm will keep the 
user hooked to 
mantian social 
diatance

Collecting points for 
mainting social 
distancing and 
awareness

Upgradation of rank

Collection of 
Medels

BEHAVIORAL CHANGE THROUGH GAMIFICATION



Progress Screen

The gamification feature is an feature that will be part of the Arogya Setu app. The users can 
earn points by playing awareness quizzes, watching awareness videos which will come up 
often in the app as as in app notifications. Through the GPS and bluetooth technology the app 
will score you on the social distancing you maintain!

GAMIFICATION INTERFACE

Moivation

Medels

Quiz

Rewards

Endowed Progress

Hunt

Awareness Quiz Screen Quiz Results Screen Points Gained Screen
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STOP COVID 19

THANK YOU


